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Abstract 
The output regulation problem is a central problem in control theory. The early 
work on output regulation problem in the state space framework can be traced to 
the early 1970s, and the problem of nonlinear systems has been an active topic since 
1980s. 
So far there exist various results of this problem under various assumptions. In 
the case where the high-frequency gain sign is unknown, the global robust output 
regulation problem of nonlinear systems with nonlinearly parameterized uncertain-
ties has not been considered. The sign of the high-frequency gain is also called 
the control coefficient and its sign determines the control direction, with which the 
control design becomes much more tractable. However, the knowledge of it may not 
always be available. In this thesis, we will study the global robust stabilization prob-
lem and the global robust output regulation problem of a class of nonlinear systems 
with unknown high-frequency gain sign, and the solvability of the first problem will 
lay a foundation of that of the second one. 
The thesis consists of two parts. In the first part, the global robust stabilization 
problem for nonlinear systems in output feedback form is addressed. An output 
feedback adaptive control scheme is developed to solve the problem by integrating 
the robust control method and the adaptive control method. 
In the second part, the global robust output regulation problem for nonlinear 
systems in output feedback form with unknown high-frequency gain sign is handled 
by further developing the idea in the first part. This part can be treated as an 
extension of the previous one. 
The contribution of this thesis is that, by integrating the robust control approach 
and the adaptive control approach, we have overcome the dilemma caused by the 
nonlinearly parameterized uncertainties and the unknown high-frequency gain sign, 
and have established a feedback adaptive control scheme to handle the proposed two 
problems. Also, the derivation of the method gives an alternative solution to the 
global robust output regulation problem when the high-frequency gain sign is known, 
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1.1 The Output Regulation Problem 
The output regulation problem is one of the fundamental problems in control theory. 
It focuses on designing a feedback control law for a plant such that, the output 
of the plant can asymptotically track a class of prescribed reference signals and/or 
asymptotically reject a class of prescribed disturbances while maintaining the closed-
loop stability. Thus, it is more challenging than the stabilization problem. Also, it 
distinguishes itself from the conventional tracking and disturbance rejection problem 
due to the fact that the class of reference signals and disturbances are generated by 
some autonomous differential equation which is called exosystem. These features 
make the output regulation problem challenging and also interesting. 
The early work on the output regulation problem in the state space framework 
can be traced to the early 1970s. For linear systems, exhaustive investigation of 
the output regulation problem was conducted in the 1970s in [12], [13], [14], [15], 
[20], [21], and [58], among others. It is worth to mention that one remarkable fruit 
of these research works is the internal model principle which related the solvability 
of the output regulation problem to that of some linear matrix equations, which is 
called regulator equations. For nonlinear systems, the output regulation problem 
has been studied since 1980s. Early results on the problem concerned the case 
where both the reference inputs and disturbances were constants [17] [21] [25] [26] 
[27] [35]. In the case where the reference inputs and disturbances are time-varying, 
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the first result was proposed by [39] in 1990, in which the authors established that 
the nonlinear output regulation problem is solvable if and only if a set of partial 
differential and algebraic equations are solvable. These equations are named as 
regulator equations and can be treated as the counterpart of the regulator equations 
in the output regulation problems of linear systems. This observation led to an 
extensive investigation on the solvability of the nonlinear regulator equations, and 
approaches to find the solutions to these equations were proposed in [2], [10], [29], 
[34], [36], [39] and [57], to name just a few. 
The robust output regulation problem is also interesting since the plant in-
evitably contains uncertainties. Under various assumptions on the solution of the 
regulator equations, various results have been achieved as reported in [2], [3], [16], 
[28], [32], [33], [37], and [42]. Recently, the semiglobal output regulation problem has 
been considered in [38], [42], [43], [54] and [55], all of which concern the behavior 
of the zero dynamics of the systems. In particular, [54] released global input-to-
state stable restriction on the zero dynamics of the error system, while [55] assumed 
the zero dynamics of the given plant were asymptotically and locally exponentially 
stable, but allowed the appearance of uncertainties in the exosystem by utilizing 
an adaptive internal model. The global output regulation problem has also been 
addressed for certain class of nonlinear systems. For example, the solvability condi-
tions of the problem for nonlinear systems in output feedback form have been given 
in [6] and [53], while the former one studied the case where the system admits a lin-
ear internal model and the later studied a more general case. The same problem for 
nonlinear systems in lower triangular form was explored in several papers, see, e.g., 
[7] and [31]. The significance of the work in [31] is that it established a framework 
which can convert the robust output regulation problem for a nonlinear system into 
a robust stabilization problem for an augmented system systematically, and thus 
provides the possibility to incorporate the existing stabilization techniques, which 
implies that the solvability of the global robust output regulation problem may 
depends on that of the global robust stabilization problem. 
2 
1.2 Control Design with Unknown High-frequency 
Gain Sign 
The high-frequency gain, which is also called the control coefficient, is known as 
the parameter multiplying the control variable. Therefore, the knowledge of its 
sign makes control design much more tractable. As mentioned in [46], it is clear 
that there exist particular cases for which the sign of the frequency gain can be 
known a priori. Furthermore, if the plant is stable and, provided high-frequency 
probing signals can be introduced into the system, then the high-frequency gain 
can be identified off-line before the control law is applied to the system. However, 
the assumption on the knowledge of this sign does not appear to be realistic in the 
general case. As a consequence, it is interesting to study the control problems of 
unknown high-frequency gain sign. 
This problem has been investigated since 1980s. The first result was given by 
Nussbaum in [51], where a type of functions called Niissbaum gain is proposed to 
handle the unknown high-frequency gain sign. Adopting the technique in [51], the 
author of [50] developed a control scheme for general linear systems. Subsequently, 
efforts have been made to extend these results to nonlinear systems that have un-
known high-frequency gain sign. An adaptive control method was proposed in [49] 
for simple first-order nonlinear systems in 1990. A robust control scheme has been 
proposed for second-order nonlinear systems in [41]. Recently, various adaptive 
control problems for nonlinear systems in special forms have been addressed by em-
ploying the Nussbaum gain technique. In particular, a class of nonlinear systems 
in output feedback form has been studied in [18] and [59], and a class of nonlin-
ear systems in lower triangular form has been investigated in [19], [23], [24] and 
[60]. It is noted that [18], [19], [59], and [60] focused on the systems with unknown 
constant parameters and without uncertainties, [23] reported nonlinear systems with 
uncertainties, while [24] considered nonlinear systems involve time-varying uncertain 
parameters and disturbances. In addition, the unknown parameters in these papers 
all appear to be linearly parameterized, which results in a natural incorporation of 
the Nussbaum gain technique into the standard adaptive control scheme. 
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1.3 Contribution of the Thesis 
In this thesis, we will study the global robust stabilization problem and the global 
robust output regulation problem of nonlinear systems in output feedback form 
without the assumption on the high-frequency gain sign. The solvability of the first 
problem will lay the foundation of that of the second problem. 
It is known that nonlinear systems in output form is an important class of nonlin-
ear systems, and many nonlinear systems can be transformed into output feedback 
form. As a matter of fact, nonlinear systems which can be transformed into output 
feedback form have been thoroughly studied by Marino and Tomei in 1993, and the 
global robust output regulation problem of such systems have been addressed in [53] 
for a special case and in [6] for a more general case, while both of them have assumed 
that the high-frequency gain sign is known a priori. In this case, the problem can 
be solved by some robust control method. The robust control method is essentially 
a high gain feedback control and the sign of the high-frequency gain (i.e. the sign of 
the control coefficient) determines the direction of the control. The robust control 
method as developed in [8] or [53] is not applicable when the sign of high-frequency 
gain is unknown. 
To solve the global robust output regulation problem, we first investigate the 
global robust stabilization problem of the similar nonlinear systems. As stated in 
Section 1.2, so far all papers dealing with the unknown high-frequency gain sign 
have assumed that all plant unknown parameters are linearly parameterized and 
have naturally incorporated the Nussbaum gain technique into the standard adap-
tive control scheme. Therefore, the technique employed in these papers cannot be 
directly used to solve the problems posed above. Moreover, the approach used to 
handle the global robust output regulation problem for nonlinear systems in output 
feedback form in [8] is based on the small gain theorem which cannot incorporate the 
Nussbaum gain technique since the approach does not produce an explicit Lyapunov 
function. To overcome the dilemma caused by the nonlinearly parameterized uncer-
tainties and the unknown high-frequency gain sign, we integrate the robust control 
approach and the adaptive control approach with the Nussbaum gain technique to 
design the control law, at the same time, we construct a Lyapunov-like function 
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with which a standard argument on the stability analysis of the closed-loop sys-
tem is established. Also, the derivation of our method for the global robust output 
regulation problem gives an alternative solution to the problem posed in [8] which 
assumed that the high-frequency gain sign is known. 
1.4 Thesis Outline 
The contents of the thesis is organized in the following way. 
Chapter 2 develops an output feedback adaptive control scheme to solve the 
global robust stabilization problem for a class of nonlinear systems with nonlinear 
parameterized uncertainties without knowing the high-frequency gain sign. The 
result in this chapter is the foundation of the solvability of the global robust output 
regulation problem which will be studied in the subsequent chapter. Examples are 
also presented to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed control method. 
Chapter 3 addresses the global robust output regulation problem of nonlinear 
systems in output feedback form. Based on the framework in [31], we convert the 
robust output regulation problem for the nonlinear systems in output feedback form 
into a robust stabilization problem for nonlinear systems in lower triangular form. 
Then by further developing the idea of solving the global robust stabilization problem 
introduced in Chapter 2, the global robust output regulation problem of nonlinear 
systems in output feedback form with unknown high-frequency gain sign is solved. 
In Chapter 4，some concluding remarks and future work are given. 




Global Robust Stabilization of a 
Class of Nonlinear Systems 
The global stabilization problem for uncertain nonlinear systems has been exten-
sively studied in the past few years, and various results have been achieved under 
various assumptions, see, for example, [5] [40] [44] [45] [47] [48]. In this chapter, we 
will consider the same problem for the nonlinear systems in output feedback form 
without knowing the sign of the high-frequency gain. The high-frequency gain is 
also called the control coefficient, and its sign determines the control direction. As 
stated in [41], the sign represents the motion direction of the system under any con-
trol, and the knowledge of it makes a control design much more tractable. Without 
assuming the knowledge of the high-frequency gain sign, this chapter deals with the 
global robust stabilization problem for nonlinear systems in output feedback form 
by integrating the current robust control method and the Nussbaum gain technique. 
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.1 gives an introduction to the 
problem. Section 2.2 describes the problem precisely and states some preliminaries. 
The main result is developed in Section 2.3, and an example is given in Section 
2.4 to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed control method. In Section 2.5, 
the control approach is applied to an electronic system. Finally, some conclusion is 
drawn in Section 2.6. 
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2.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, we consider the global robust stabilization for the class of uncertain 
nonlinear systems in output feedback form described as follows: 
X = F{w)x + G(y, w)y + g{w)u 
y = H{w)x + K{y,w)y (2.1) 
where col(a;, y) 6 BP- is the state, y e R is the output, u e R is the input, and 
w e BP"" is the uncertain parameter vector. It is assumed that the system has a 
uniform relative degree r > 2 and all the functions in system (2.1) are sufficiently 
smooth. 
The global stabilization problem for system (2.1) has been investigated for years, 
and various strategies have been proposed under various assumptions. Roughly 
the problem can be addressed by either adaptive control or robust control. If the 
uncertain parameter w is linearly parameterized, then the problem can be solved by-
some backstepping based adaptive control method [47]. If the uncertain parameter 
w is not linearly parameterized but the unknown parameter w ranges over a compact 
subset W of iT"' and the high-frequency gain g{w) is bounded away from zero with 
a known sign, then the problem can be solved by some robust control method [48]. 
This method cannot be extended to the case where the sign of g{w) is unknown. 
In the subsequent sections, we will focus on the investigation of the same problem 
without the knowledge of the sign of the high-frequency gain. 
A standard way of dealing with the unknown high-frequency gain sign is the ‘ 
so-called Nussbaum gain technique, which is first suggested by Nussbaum [51]. So 
fax all papers dealing with the unknown high-frequency gain sign have assumed 
that the uncertain parameter are linearly parameterized. Therefore, the technique 
employed in these papers cannot be directly used to solve the problem posed above. 
To overcome the dilemma caused by the nonlinearly parameterized uncertainties and 
the unknown high-frequency gain sign, we have proposed an appropriate dynamic 
output feedback control law which integrates the robust control technique in [48] and 
the Nussbaum gain technique in [18) [51] [59]. Moreover, an appropriate Lyapunov 
function is constructed using a technique similar to "tuning functions" method. This 
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Lyapunov function leads itself to a standard argument on the stability analysis of 
the closed-loop system. 
2.2 Problem Formulation and Preliminaries 
At the outset, let us list the following assumptions: 
A 2.1 The unknown parameter w ranges over a compact subset W C R孔切. 
A 2.2 System (2.1) is minimum phase with y as output and u as input for all 
w eW. 
A 2.3 > 0 for all wEW. 
Global Robust Stabilization Problem : Design a dynamic output feedback 
control law to solve the global robust stabilization problem for (2.1) in the sense that, 
for all w e W, and all initial conditions of the closed-loop system, the solutions of 
the closed-loop system composed of (2.1) and the controller exist and are bounded 
for all t > 0, and the state of (2.1) converges to 0 asymptotically. 
For this purpose, as in [37] and [48], we first augment system (2.1) by the fol-
lowing linear system: 
^ = A^ + Bu (2.2) 
w h e r e � = c o l ( ^ i , • • • 乂r-i) G iT—i and 
< - A i 1 0 … 0 A / 0 � 
0 -A2 1 . . . 0 ； 
A = , B = 
； 丨 丨 … 丨 0 
� 0 0 0 ••• y \ 1 , 
with Aj, z = 1, • • • , r — 1, being positive numbers. Then we perform on the system 
(2.1) and (2.2) the change of coordinates 
^ = 卜 D ( w � h 鶴 y (2.3) 
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which transforms system (2.1) and (2.2) into a system of the form 
. . . • d{w). 
^ = 工 - 魏 - 硕 y 
=F{w)x + G{y, w)y + g{w)u — D(w)A^ - D(w)Bu 
=F{w)(么 + D{w)^ + f ^ y ) + G{y, w)y + g{w)u — D{w)Ai - D{w)Bu 
- 鶴 • ) ( … ( ： 徵 “ ) - 徵 对 " ， — 
= ( 响 -
+ [ ( f H - ^H{w)^D{w) - D{w)aY+ [giw) - D(w)B)u 
y = H{w) + D{w)^ + ^ y ) + K{y, w)y 
=H(w)z + (ji(w)徵 + K{y, w))y + H(w)D{w)^ 
ti = -Ai^i + i = I , - - - , r - 2 
ir-l = -Xr-l^r-l + U. (2.4) 
Obviously, to render system (2.4) a lower triangular form, it suffices to choose 
D(w), d{w) and b{w) to satisfy the following equations 
(^F{w) - ^H{w))d{w) - D{w)A = 0 
g{w) - D(w)B = 0 
H{w)D(w)^ = (2.5) 
or, what is the same, 
F{w)Diw) - D{w)A = ,Olixr 
g{w) = D(w)B 
H{w)D{w) = 6 H [ 1 , 0 , - - - (2.6) 
To obtain D(w), let us first partition D(w) into its r — 1 columns as 
D(w) = ldi(w),d2(w),-'- , 4 - i W ] (2.7) 
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Noting that 5 = [0，0’...，1]^ and substituting it into the second equation of (2.6) 
gives 
dr-iiw) = g{w). (2.8) 
With (2.8), solving the first equation of (2.6) from the last column, then the (r—2)th, 
. . . , un t i l the first column, yields, 
dr-2H = (F ^ Xr-il)g{w) 
diiw) = (F + A 2 / ) - - - ( F + A , _ i % H (2.9) 
d{w) = {F + X i I ) - - ' { F + Xr-iI)9{w). (2.10) 
It is noted that, when the relative degree r = 2, D{w) = d八w) = g{w). Finally, 
substituting D{w) obtained by (2.8) and (2.9) into the last equation of (2.6) gives 
b{w) = H{w)F{wY-^g{w). (2.11) 
With D{w), d{w) and h{w) defined above, under the coordinate transformation 
(2.3), the augmented system composed by (2.1) and (2.2) is given by 
i = F{w)z + G{y,w)y 
y = H{w)z + K{y, w)y + b{w)^i 
i = - K ^ i + ^i+u i = l r . . ， r - 2 
6-1 = + u (2.12) 
where 
FH = 徵 响 
H{w) = H{w) 
K{y,w) = + (2.13) 
Remark 2.1 Assumptions 2.1 to 2.3 are standard in existing literatures [37] and 
[48]. Under assumptions 2.2 and 2.3, F{w) is Hurwitz for all it; € VK and \b(w)\ is 
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bounded away from zero for al\ w E W since it is defined by (2.11). We will call 
b{w) the high-frequency gain of (2.12). Clearly, the sign of b{w) is unknown. In [37] 
and [48], the sign of g{w), or what is the same, the sign of b{w) is assumed to be 
known. In this case, the global robust stabilization problem of system (2.12) can 
be solved by a static output feedback control law of the form u = ku{y,0. Thus, 
the global robust stabilization problem of system (2.1) can be solved by a dynamic 
output feedback control law of the form 
u = 
i = hh i . i ) - (2.14) 
The static control law can be constructed based on the familiar backstepping proce-
dure which simultaneously gives a quadratic Lyapunov function for the closed-loop 
system whose derivative along the system trajectories is also quadratic. The control 
law is essentially a high gain feedback control law whose gain depends on the bound 
of the high-frequency gain. Thus this approach is not applicable when the high-
frequency gain sign is unknown. In this chapter, without knowing the sign of the 
high-frequency gain of system (2.12), we need to employ the Nussbaum gain tech-
nique to dynamically generate a feedback gain and the resulting output feedback 
control law for (2.12) is also a dynamic one. i 
2.3 Main Result 
System (2.12) is in the lower-triangular form. The standard way of dealing with 
the stabilization problem for such systems is the backstepping method. In the pres-
ence of both nonlinearly parameterized uncertainty and the unknown high-frequency 
gain sign, we need to combine the robust backstepping method as used in [48] 
and the adaptive backstepping method with tuning functions technique in [44] to 
solve the stabilization problem. For convenience, denote x = col(xi, • • • , Xj)= 
col(y乂1’.. . 乂r-i), and Xr+l = u. 
Noting that G(xi,w) and K(xi,w) are sufficiently smooth functions and W is 
compact, there exist sufficiently smooth functions aj(a;i) > 1, z = 1,2, such that, for 
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all w ew, Xi e R, 
|G(a:i’iy)a:i|2 < 
|/((0；1’1/;)工1|2 < a2{xi)x\. (2.15) 
Now we are ready to design the control law which consists of r steps. 
Step 1. Define Xi = rci, then 
击 1 = H{w)z + K[xi,w)xi + b{w)x2. ( 2 . 1 6 ) 
Now we define 
ai{xuk) = N{k)p{xi)xi (2.17) 
k = xjpixi) (2.18) 
X2 = X2 - Oil (2.19) 
where p(.) is some smooth nonnegative function to be specified later, and N{k) 二 
k"^ cos{k) which is a type of Nussbaum function. 
Define 
Ki = lz'^P{w)z + l x l , (2.20) 
A 
where f is a positive constant to be determined later, and P{w) is the positive-definite 
solution to the Lyapunov equation 
P{w)F{w) + F'^{w)P{w) = -In-v (2.21) 
The existence of such P{w) is due to the Hurwitzness of F{w). The time derivative 
of Vi along the trajectory of (2.16) with the control law (2.17) to (2.19) is given by 
= + 2z'^Piw)G(xuw)xi 
-\-Xi H(w)z + K{xx,w)xi + b{w){ai + ^2) 
= + 2z'^P(w)G(xuw)xi 
H{w)z + K{xi,w)xi + b{w)N{k)p{xi)xi + b{w)x2 
= I + 2z'^P(w)G{xuw)xi]^ + xi (^H{w)z + K(xi,w)xi^ 
+b(iu)N(k)xfp(xi) + b{w)xix2. 
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Using the inequalities 2ab < ea? + Ve > 0’ and (2.15) gives 
+ + 无 1)无?+ J 无？ 
-{-b{w)N{k)xlp{xi) + b(w)xix2 
+b{w)N{k)k + b{w)xix2 (2.22) 
where I = 1(1 - e||戶(—ip) and 5(^1) = k-^ai(xi) + 
Remark 2.2 If the high-frequency gain bo(w) is bounded away from zero with a 
known sign, say, b{w) > bo for allweW with bo being a positive real number, then, 
as shown in [37] and [48], it suffices to use a static control law X2 = X2 - xip{xi) 
for some sufficiently smooth function /?(.) to make the derivative of the candidate 
Lyapunov function 
= + (2.23) 
along the trajectory of (2.16) satisfy 
Fi < -\\zf-xl + b{w)xix2. (2.24) 
The function /?(•) has to depend on the lower bound of the high-frequency gain 
bo. Thus, if the high-frequency gain sign is unknown, the above approach is not 
applicable. In (2.17) and (2.18), we appeal to a dynamic controller which employs 
the Nussbaum gain N{k). As a result, the candidate Lyapunov function is modified 
to (2.20) with its derivative along the trajectory of the closed-loop system being 
given by (2.22). Obviously, (2.22) does not have a form similar to (2.24) due to 
the appearance of non-decreasing k and oscillated N{k). When X2 is a true control, 
X2 = 0. It is possible to conclude the boundedness of all states of the closed-loop 
system using Lemma 2.1 later this section. When x^ is a virtual control, we need to 
repeat the above step, thus leading to the backstepping procedure. Starting from 
step 2, we also need to estimate the unknown parameter b{w). 1 
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Step 2. Define 
A dc^i * A dc^i 
OL2[Xi,X2,k,b)=入1工2 + "^左一W无 1 —冗工2) 
- 办 - • ( £ ” 办 (2.25) 
无3 = - 0；2 (2.26) 
and 
= V i + \ 5 i + \ ( h - h { w ) f ( 2 . 2 7 ) 
where b is introduced to estimate b{w). Since 
X2X2 = X2{X2 — Q;i) 
一 f \ I _ I dai^ dai A 
= X 2 -X1X2 + Xs + a2- -^xi - —k 
V 0x1 ok y 
一一 _ dai 、 _2 l,dai 2-2 - 叫： 
_ _ _ ？/_ dai � _2 l ,5ai�2_2 
(H(w)z + K(xi,w)xi + b(iu)x2^ 
Z - - - ？•/- 如 � - 2 dai 2-2 
< 工2工3 - X2b{Xi - — 0 : 2 ) - 工2 
HH{w)n-zr+无 1)无？+1 {^y^i -
/ o \ 
= + a2(x,)xl + {b- b(w)) ( ^X2X2 - X,X2 
\OXi / 
-b{w)xix2 -xl+ X2X3, (2.28) 
the derivative of V2 can be calculated as 
< - - ) PIP + + 
+{b - b(w)){b - k)) + b(w)N{k)k 
- x l + ( 2 . 2 9 ) 
where 
71(0: 1 ,3 :2 , /c) = --^X2X2 + X1X2. ( 2 . 3 0 ) 
0x1 
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Step z.(3 <i<r) Define 
/ , j-x X dai-i • ^ dai-i . 
Q^ iia：!,--- = Xi-iXi + + 
j=2 3 
+ 飞_1(工1，... ’而,於’幻 
oh 
, f I daj\ dai^i 
+ b- } Xj+i^ ^ ^ 工 2 
V U db) dx, 
_ _ 1 如 i_ l�2_ 
7i_i(a:i, • • • = 7i-2(:ci’-. • ， a : i - i ， / c ’ 旬一而 （2.31) 
^i+i = Xi+i — ai (2.32) 
/V A 
where 7i{xi,X2, k, b) = 'yi{xi,X2, k). Then the time-derivative of 
K = VU +臺无？ (2.33) 
satisfies 
K < -(/ - Ikir + (5(^ 1) + ia2{xi))xl 
+ (b-b{w) -y^Xj+i^) (b-^i-iixi,--- ,Xi,k,b)) 
\ db 八 ) 
i 
+b[w)N[k)k - E 苟 + 无i而+1. (2.34) 
j=2 
At the end of the backstepping, by taking 
{ u = ar{x, k, b) 
we obtain 
K < ||2)||z||2+(_s(无 i) + ra2(无 1))无？ 
r 
+ (b(w)N{k) + 1) “ “ [ 无 5 
J=2 
= - { l - r\\H(w)f) + (5(^1) + ra2(^i) - p{x,))xl 
r 
^(b{w)N{k) + [ 苟 . (2.35) 
J=2 
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Since w ranges over a compact set W, there exist positive constants H and P 
such that, H > and P > ||P(u;)|p. Further, pick up an e to guarantee 
1 — eP > 0. Thus, if we choose 
I > 
_ l-eP 
p(xi) > s{xi) + ra2{xi) + 1, (2.36) 
then 
/ - • M l p ^ i， 
and 
p{xi) - s{xi) - ra2{xi) > 1. 
As a result, 
r 
Vr < {b{w)N{k) + l)k-\\zf-^xl (2.37) 
We will now make use of the Lyapunov function candidate K and the inequality 
(2.37) to conclude that the state of the closed-loop system is bounded for alH > 0 
and col(2；’ 无1) approaches 0 as t oo. For this purpose, we adapt a lemma from 
[60] and the well known Barbalat's Lemma which are stated below for convenience. 
Lemma 2.1 Assume V^(-) and k{') are smooth functions defined on [0, tf) with 
V{t) > 0,Vi e [0,^/), N{') is an even smooth Nussbaum-type function, and 6 is a 
nonzero constant. If the following inequality holds: 
V{t) < [ {bN{k{T)) + l)k{r)dT + const, \ft G [0’ 力/) (2.38) 
Jo 
where "const" represents some suitable constant, then V{t)^ k{t) and jQ{bN{k{T)) + 
l)k(T)dT are bounded on [0, tf). i 
Proof: We first show that function k{t), which is a monotone increasing function 
in our design, is bounded on [ 0 ’ " ) . 
Suppose this is not the case. Then, for every given � 0 , there exists a time 
T e [0,tf), such that, |/c(T)| > R. Then 
0 < lim inf ^ < b lim inf - f N(r)dT + 1 + (2.39) 
t—tf k{t) 一 s—oo S Jq R 
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To produce a contradiction, we recall that N{-) is a Nussbaum-type function 
which has the following properties: 
lim sup - [ N{k)dk = oo (2.40) 
s-*oo s J 
1 r 
lim inf - / N{k)dk = - o o . (2.41) 
a—>oo s J 
Accordingly, when 6 > 0’ inequality (2.39) contradicts (2.41)，when b <0, inequality 
(2.39) contradicts (2.40). Therefore, we can conclude that k{t) is bounded on [0, i / ) . 
As a result, V{t) and (6A/'(A:(r)) + l)k(j)dT are bounded on [0，i/). i 
R e m a r k 2.3 In our design, k{t) is a monotone increasing function on [0 ’ i / ) ’ and 
thus the proof can be presented as above, which is inspired by [52]. In [60], function 
k{t) is any smooth function, and the proof is divided into two parts for showing the 
upper bound and the lower bound of /c⑴，respectively, i 
Lemma 2.2 (Barbalat's Lemma) If the differentiable function f{t) has a finite 
limit as t oo, and if / is uniformly continuous, then limt—oo fit) = 0. i 
Remark 2.4 It is known that there are different versions of Barbalat's Lemma, 
which can be stated as follows: 
(Bl) If the differentiable function f{t) has a finite limit as i —> oo, and f{t) 
exists and is bounded, then linif-oo / � = 0 . 
(B2) If the differentiable function f{t) has a finite limit as i — oo and is square 
integrable, and f{t) is bounded, then / � = 0 . 
The version (B2) will be used in the proof of our result later, i 
Now assume the maximal interval of existence of the solution of the closed-loop 
system starting from any given initial condition is [0,t/) for some tf > 0. Applying 
Lemma 2.1 to the inequality (2.37) shows that K � ’ and /(J(WV(fc(T)) + l)备(t)c^t 
are bounded on [0,tf) . Since Vr{t) is a quadratic positive definite function in k’ 6, 
z and Xi^ \ < i < r^h, z and 1 < i < r are also bounded on Therefore, 
no finite-time escape phenomenon may occur and tf = oo, that is, all closed-loop 
states are bounded for all t > 0. As a result, i and 1 < i < r, are bounded for 
all t > 0. Furthermore, integrating (2.37) from 0 to oo shows z and 1 < i < r, 
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are square integrable on [0’ oo). By Barbalat's Lemma, col(2, xi, • • • ^Xr) approaches 
zero as t ^ oo. Therefore, col(z, y) converges to 0 asymptotically, so does the state 
of system (2.1). In summary, we have established the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.1 Under assumptions 2.1 to 2.3, there exists a dynamic output feed-
back controller composed of (2.2), (2.18) and (2.35) that solves the global robust 
stabilization problem for the nonlinear system (2.1). i 
Remark 2.5 It is always desired that the gain in the controller to be small, and it 
can be verified that if ^ = xlp{xi) solves the stabilization problem for the considered 
system, so does k = with c being any positive constant. 
In fact, by taking 
c 
k = 幽 ， (2.42) 
c 
the time derivative of the Lyapunov-like function 
Vr{t) = lz'^P(w)z + • + - b{w)f 
along the trajectory of system (2.12) is given by 
K < - (/ - r l l i ^ H l p ) + (5(^1) + Ta2{x,))xl 
r 
J=2 




Choosing appropriate I and p{xi) gives 
r 
Vr < {b{w)N{k)+c)k-\\z\\'-Y,xl 
which implies 
Vr< f ib{w)N{k{T)) + c)k{T)dT + const, V^  € [0,力/). (2.43) 
Jo 
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Clearly, inequality (2.43) could be rewritten as follows 
^ ^ < [ (^^N{k{T)) + l ) k(j)dT + const, W e [ 0， t f ) , (2.44) 
C 7o V C J 
which also satisfies the conditions of Lemma 2.1. As a result, the boundedness of 
K � ’明 and fo(^N(k(T)) + l)k(T)dT on [0,tf) can be concluded. Then by 
the same argument, Theorem 2.1 can be also established by using (2.42) instead of 
(2.18). 
Further, it can be seen that in (2.42), there is no restriction on the value of the 
constant c. This is due to the employment of the universal controller that the gain 
keeps increasing as long as the tracking error e, i.e., x： is non-zero. Specifically, 
the parameter k is updated according to (2.18) or (2.42), which is monotonically 
nondecreasing, and it stops growing only when e 三 0，and thus the Nussbaum gain 
N{k) is growing either in the positive direction or in the negative direction as long as 
the tracking error e is different from zero. It is due to the property of the oscillations 
that e will eventually get the opportunity to converge to zero, hence freezing the 
amplitude of parameter k, as well as the sign and amplitude of the Nussbaum gain 
N{k), which implies the fact that the sign and amplitude of the controller gain is also 
determined. Accordingly, the value of parameter c actually determines the growth 
rate of parameter k, and then effects the convergence rate of the tracking error. If 
p{-) is determined, the smaller c is, the faster the system gets stabilized. 
Therefore, theoretically, we could choose any positive constant c. i 
R e m a r k 2.6 It is assumed that system (2.1) has a uniform relative degree r > 2 
in Section 2.1. As a matter of fact, in the case where r* = 1, the high-frequency 
gain b(w) = g(w), and the stabilization problem can be still handled by the method 
developed above while the design procedure becomes much easier. The reason is 
that, in this case, backstepping is not needed any more. i 
R e m a r k 2.7 The Lyapunov function depends on the constant as well as the un-
known high-frequency gain b{w), in addition, the condition that guarantees equation 
(2.37) to hold also depends on L It is seen that [and b{w) may depend on the system 
uncertainties w, however, the control law composed of (2.2), (2.18) and (2.35) does 
not, which implies that the control law works for all w eW. i 
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R e m a r k 2.8 In our design, we have only employed one parameter update law at 
the last step of the recursion to estimate the only one unknown high-frequency gain 
b{w). This is in reminiscent of the "tuning functions" technique developed in [44] 
which results in a minimal dimensional dynamic controller, i 
2.4 An Example 
Consider the following system 
z = —z + 2wy 
y = z — ysin^iwy) + + 
6 = (2.45) 
where a is a nonzero constant, and -2 <w <2. This system is already in the form 
(2.12) with 
F{w) = 一1’ G{y,w)y = 2wy 
H{w) = 1， K{y,w)y = -ysm^(wy) 
Ai = 1, r = 2 
and the ly-dependent high-frequency gain b(w) = a{uP' + 1), whose sign is unknown. 
It is noted that system (2.45) involves both linearly and nonlinearly parameterized 
uncertainties. 
It can be verified that (2.15) holds with ai{y) = 4，and a2(y) = 1, and thus 
the function p could be chosen as a constant. Further, by Remark 2.5, it is known 
that ^ could be any constant. Define ^ = cq. Following the design procedure 
developed in the previous section with 
k) = coN{k)xi 
k = cqxI (2.46) 
an output feedback controller which solves the global robust stabilization problem 
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for system (2.45) can be given by 
u = + coxi{2kcos{k) - k'^sin(A;))^ 
—Sfe - C o i V � � 一 无 2 - \clN\k)x2 
k = Cqx\ 
X. 
b = -CoN{k)x2^i + 
X2 = 6 - CoN{k)xi 
而 = y . (2.47) 
The performance of the control law is evaluated by computer simulation. 
Some results are shown in Figures 2.1-2.8 where the initial conditions are 2 ( 0 ) = 
5’ y(0) = - 1 , ^i(O) = 4.5’ /c(0) = 6(0) = 0’ and the unknown parameters are w = -2 
and h{w) = 1 , - 1 , respectively. 
Through intensive simulation studies, it is known that when cq is too large, the 
freezing of the sign of Nussbaum gain N{k) will be fast, as well as the convergence of 
the tracking error and the state of the closed-loop system, but the transient response 
will be not good, by comparison, when it is too small, the freezing of the sign of 
Nussbaum gain N{k) will be slow, so does the convergence of the tracking error and 
the state of the closed-loop system, while the transient response will be good. 
To display this, we show the profile of parameter k, the Nussbaum gain N{k), 
and the state of the closed-loop system for different value of CQ. In particular, when 
b{w) = 1，Fig. 2.1 shows the profile of parameter k for cq = 2 and cq 二 0.5, 
respectively. Fig. 2.2 shows the profile of the Nussbaum gain N{k), and Fig. 2.3 
to Fig. 2.4 shows that of the state of the closed-loop system. Fig. 2.5 to Fig. 
2.8 are the simulation results for the corresponding parameters in the case where 
b(w) = - 1 . 
This example further illustrates the fact that we have proved in Section 2.3. That 
is, the global stabilization problem for the nonlinear systems in output feedback 
form with nonlinear parameterized uncertainties is solvable by the same controller, 
regardless of the sign of the high-frequency gain. 
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Figure 2.2: The profiles of the Nussbaum gain N(k) when b(w) = 1 
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2.5 Application of Theorem 2.1 
In Section 2.4, an example has been given to show the effectiveness of the control 
method developed in Section 2.3. In this section, another electronic system called 
Chua's circuit will be presented and our approach will be applied to solve a control 
problem of this circuit. 
Chua's circuit is a very simple electronic system but exhibits very rich and typi-
cal nonlinear phenomena. It was originally conceived and designed by Chua in 1983 
and has become an intensive research subject in the subsequent years. Considerable 
efforts have been devoted and various models and controlling methods have been 
developed for controlling the Chua's circuit, for example, [1] [4] [11] [22]. In this sec-
tion, we will give some introduction to this system, and design a control law based 
on the knowledge of the previous section to control the output of the system to 
asymptotically track any given constant reference signal 
This section is organized as follows. In Section 2.5.1, an introduction of the 
Chua's circuit is given and the control problem is stated. In Section 2.5.2’ the 
equations characterizing the Chua's circuit are transformed to an output feedback 
form which has been studied in the previous sections, and then the solvability of 
the problem is proposed. The simulation results are presented in Section 2.5.3 and 
some concluding remarks are made in Section 2.5.4. 
2.5.1 Chua's Circuit and Control Problem 
The Chua's circuit with the independent voltage source u as the control input is 
shown in Figure 2.9. It consists of one inductor (L), two capacitors ((7i，C*2), two 
linear resistors {RQ, R) and a nonlinear resistor (Di). The dynamic equations for 
this circuit are given by 
Vc2 = C^'[-R-\VC2-VCI)+IL] 
II 二 卜 + (2.48) 
where Vd and Vc2 are the voltage across the capacitors Ci and C2, respectively, 
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Figure 2.9: The Chua's circuit, 
through the nonlinear resistor Di which is a nonlinear function of Vd given by 
/ ( K i ) = aiKi + m O K i (2.49) 
where f'{Vci) represents the nonlinear part of / ( K i ) . In the literature, it is usually 
assumed that f'{Vci) take the polynomial form, such as + ^ s^Ki with a2 and 
as being constants. 
Let a e Ra represent the unknown diode parameters in /(Ki)，and Q = col 
(L, Ci, C2, RQ, R) denote the nominal value of the system parameters. It is assumed 
that Q = col (L, and Q = Cl-\-w with w being the perturbation. 
Since the first report of Chua's circuit, various aspects of the circuit have in-
trigued researchers in different fields. Intensive attention has been concentrated on 
the study of its dynamical, analytical, or experimental aspects, among others. In 
this section, we are interested in designing a dynamic output feedback control law 
such that, the node voltage Vd asymptotically tracks a given constant reference 
trajectory y”’ and the voltage Vd and current II are bounded. 
Such problem has been investigated in the existing literatures and various results 
have been achieved by various control techniques under various assumptions. In the 
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very recent papers [1] and [22], the Chua's circuit was formulated as lower triangular 
systems, and some adaptive control strategies were proposed to accomplish the tra-
jectory control of the chosen node voltage and inductor current, respectively. It is 
noted that the chosen output in these two papers can track given smooth reference 
trajectory, but the knowledge of the control coefficient sign in the system model is 
assumed to be known a priori, which is essential information for their design of the 
control law. 
In the next section, we will formulate the Chua's circuit in the output feedback 
form, and consider the problem posed above without any assumption on the sign of 
the control coefficient. 
2.5.2 Solvability of the Control Problem 
In this section, it will be seen that the problem described in the previous section is 
actually a robust stabilization problem. 
For this purpose, letting col {xi,x2, y) = col (K2，h�Vd) be the state, and y = Vd 
be the output yields the following state space representation of (2.48) 
土 1 = - 去 A + i ^ 去 " 
• 1 Ro , 1 
= -J^Xi - —X2 + -U 
‘ = 去 A - ( 2 . 5 0 ) 
Note that (2.50) is in the output feedback form 
X = F(w)x + G(y, w)y + g{w)u , 
y = H(w)x + K{y, w)y (2.51) 
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with relative degree r = 3, and 
F(w) = 表 
_ 1 —ESL 
_ L L . 
G{yM = 由 
0 
r 0 
g — � = 1 
_ I _ 
_ = o] 
KivM = - ^ - ^ - ^ / ' ( y ) . (2.52) 
Now we follow the steps studied in Section 2.2 to transform system (2.50) into 
some lower triangular form. 
First, augment the system by the following system 
6 = - 6 + 6 , 
6 = + ^ (2-53) 
and then perform on the system (2.50) and (2.53) the coordinate transformation 
z = (2.54) 
where 
D(w) = ldi{w),d2{w)l 
而 M = "W, 
di{w) = (F + A 2 % H , 
d{w) = (F + XiI){F + X2l)9{w), 
b{w) = H{w)F{w)g{w) 
with Ai = A2 = 1. 
By calculation, we obtain 
r 0 
d2{w)= 
_ I _ 
diH = 声 1 ， 
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thus, 
D{w)= 击 0 
； ^ I 1 1 
. " I ^ + I I . 
d{w) = (F +Ai/)diH 
1 I _2_ — Ra 
= 卞 W^ — i?C2 




Then system (2.50) and (2.53) is transformed into a system of the form 
i = F{w)z + G(?/, w)y 
y = H{w)z + K{y, w)y + b{w)^i 
6 = + 6 
6 = + ^ (2.55) 
where F{w),G{y,w),H{w) and K(y,w) is defined by (2.13). In particular, 
_ - 2 + 平 + F(w) = � L Ci 
… 、 'Cn + CuU'iy)) 
G{y,w) = _ _ 
_ C2l + C22{f'{y)) _ 
= 0] 
with Cii, C12, C21, and C22 being unknown constants defined as follows 
2Ci RQCi 2RQRCI RCi I 丄 广 ^ , „ ^ 
〜—一 " ( i - - ^ ) 
� = 丨 c � 2RC,C, 2 丑 � I 尺C i ^ 
1/2 1/2 L L 
,RRoCi , ^ \ 
— / 1 Rl 2R,\ 
C22 - - U ^ - i ^ - i + T 严 2 . 
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Defining e = y — yr gives e = y since yr is a constant reference signal. Then we 
have a nonlinear system of the following lower triangular form 
i = F{w)z-\-G{e,w)e 
e = H{w)z + K{e, w)e + h{w)e,i 
ii = - 6 + 6 
= -^2 + u. (2.56) 
If we can design an error feedback control law to stabilize system (2.56) in the 
sense that, the tracking error e converges to 0 asymptotically, and the remaining 
state of system (2.56) is bounded, then the control problem of system (2.50) posed 
in the last section will be solved. According to Theorem 2.1, our control problem is 
solvable if the following assumptions are satisfied. 
A 2.4 The parameter variation w eW and the unknown parameter a e E with W 
and E being compact subsets of the respective Euclidian spaces. 
A 2.5 For all w e R^, the linear system 
X = F{w)x + g{w)u 
y = H{w)x (2.57) 
is minimum phase with y as output and u as input. 
A 2.6 ll^/HII > 0 for all weW. 
Remark 2.9 Throughout this chapter, we assume that the parameter variation 
w eW = < 2}，and a € S = {||a||2 < 2}. Also, it can be verified that 
assumption A2.5 is satisfied based on (2.51) and (2.52). In fact, the relative degree 
of (2.57) is three, which is equal to its order, thus, system (2.57) is a minimum phase 
with y as output and u as input, i 
Remark 2.10 If the given reference signal Ur = 0’ then the tracking error e is equal 
to the output y, and system (2.56) will be the same as system (2.55). As a result, 
the problem posed above will be a stabilization problem which becomes simpler and 
can be described as follows. Design an output feedback control law such that, the 
state of system (2.55) converges to the origin, i 
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Now we are ready to design an error feedback control law to solve the stabilization 
problem of system (2.56). The control law can be obtained following the procedures 
developed in Section 2.2. For simplicity, the derivation of each step will not repeated 
here. 
Define x = col(xi,0:2,^3) = col(e乂i,&)，Xi = Xi, and 
= N(k)p(xi)xi 
k = p{xi)xl 
X2 = X2 — ai 
, , d o L \ ： ?, dai � 1 ,dai 
a2{xi,X2,k,b) = X2 + -^k - b(xi - ^ X s ) - X2 -
ok dxi 2 0x1 
无 3 = 工 3 — 0；2 
/ , 、 dai _ _ 
7l{Xl,X2,k) = -•^X2X2 + X1X2 
0x1 
/ , t � , dot2 ： da2 . da2 , , u , t 如2 
Oiz{x,k,b) = + —0；2 + —72(a：, k, b) + b—X2 
ok 0X2 db 彻 1 
_ _ l,(9a2�2一 
- 工 2 - 幻 瓦 ) 2 工 3 
Or 
l2 {x ,k ,h) = - i i {xuX2,k) - (2.58) 
0x1 
then the control law is given by 
u = (2.59) 
k = p{xi)xl (2.60) 
A 
and the update law of b is 
i = (2.61) 
where p{xi ) is a nonnegative smooth function and can be specified by (2.36) and 
Remark 2.5. In particular, if the nonlinear function / ' ( K i ) is a polynomial, say, 
f ' {Vci) = a2Vci + a^V i^ with a2, as being constants, then p{xi) 二无? + 苟 will be 
effective. Or, if f'{Vci) = sin(a2Kci), then we can choose p{xi) = c with c being any 
positive constant. 
2.5.3 Simulation Results 
In this section, the simulation results are presented. The nominal value of the 
parameters in the Chua's circuit are L = 0.8 H, Ci = 2 F, (^ 2 = 1 F, Rq = 0, 
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and H = 1. The parameter variation w is assumed to be it; = [0.2,0.01,0.1,0,0.01], 
the nonlinear function / ' ( K J is chosen as a2Vc^  + 03V^, and the coefficients of the 
nonlinear resistor are chosen as ai = - 0 . 5 ’ a^ = 0，and as — 1. The reference 
trajectory yr is set to be 0. 
The initial conditions are given as ^^ = 0 ， = - 1 , and II = 2. The function 
p(-) in the control law is designed as p{xi) = cx\. The coefficient c, as analyzed 
in the previous chapters, determines the growth rate of the parameter k, and thus 
influence the convergence performance, c = 1 is specified by trial and error for 
better performance. Figures 2.10-2.14 shows the simulation results. Fig. 2.10 shows 
the profile of the output y in the closed-loop system under the parameter variation 
w for the cases where w = [0，0，0,0’ 0] and w = [0.2,0.01’ 0.1,0,0.01], which implies 
that the node voltage Vc^  asymptotically tracks the given reference signal 於 二 
0 and the steady-state response of the output is not effected by the parameter 
variation. Fig. 2.11 and 2.12 show the convergence performance of the remaining 
states of the closed-loop system under the parameter variation w for the cases where 
w = [0,0,0,0,0] and w = [0.2’ 0.01，0.1，0，0.01]. Finally, Fig. 2.13 and 2.14 show 
the profile of the parameter k and the Nussbaum gain N{k) in the control law, 
respectively. From these figures, we see that the closed-loop system is stable and 
the parameter variation does not effect the steady-state response of the output as 
expected. 
Remark 2.11 As we mentioned before, our method is also effective when the non-
linear function / ' ( K i ) is assigned as / ' (KcJ = sin(a2K:i) with 02 = 1，which renders 
stronger nonlinearity than the polynomials. In particular, figures 2.15 to 2.17 shows 
the profile of the state of the closed-loop system. The function p{xi) is chosen as 
p(xi) = 0.1. I 
2.5.4 Conclusion 
In this section, we present the Chua's circuit in an output feedback form and design 
a dynamic error feedback control law for the control of Chua's circuit. All the 
circuit parameters are affected by the perturbation and thus not fixed, and only the 
output voltage is measurable. Using the strategy developed in the previous section, 
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Figure 2.14: The profiles of the Nussbaum gain N[k) 
a dynamic control law was designed to solve the stabilization problem of system 
(2.56), which implies that the controlled node voltage can asymptotically track any 
constant reference trajectory, and the remaining state of system (2.50) is bounded. 
2.6 Conclusion 
In this chapter, without knowing the high-frequency gain sign, a systematic proce-
dure for designing a control law to globally stabilize the uncertain nonlinear sys-
tems in output feedback form has been developed by integrating the robust control 
method and the Nussbaum gain technique. Moreover, applying a technique similar 
to "tuning functions" method, an appropriate Lyapunov function is constructed. 
With this Lyapunov function, the stability analysis of the closed-loop system is es-
tablished. Examples including a well known circuit are studied, which illustrate the 
effectiveness of our control method. 
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Chapter 3 
Global Robust Output Regulation 
of Nonlinear Systems in Output 
Feedback Form 
The global robust output regulation problem for nonlinear systems in output feed-
back form has been solved under a key assumption that the high-frequency gain sign 
is known. This chapter shows that this assumption can be removed by incorporating 
the Nussbaum gain technique into the existing framework for handling the robust 
output regulation problem. The result of this chapter relies on the research on both 
the output regulation problem and the stabilization problem. It is known that the 
global robust output regulation problem for a given system can be converted into a 
global robust stabilization problem for an augmented system consisting of the given 
plant and the internal model [8] [31]. And the solvability of the global stabilization 
problem for the nonlinear systems in output feedback form without knowing the sign 
of the high-frequency gain was given in Chapter 2. Thus it is possible to combine 
the techniques in [8] and Chapter 2 to tackle the global robust output regulation 
problem without the assumption on the high-frequency gain sign. 
This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.1，the problem is formulated 
and some transformation is introduced. In Section 3.2, the basic idea of a gen-
eral framework for tackling the output regulation problem is addressed. Section 
3.3 develops the main result and Section 3.4 presents an example to illustrate the 
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effectiveness of our method. Finally, Section 3.5 closes this chapter with some con-
clusions. 
3.1 Introduction 
In Chapter 2，we considered the global robust stabilization for the class of uncertain 
nonlinear systems in output feedback form described by (2.1). For convenience, we 
rewrite it as follows. 
X 二 + w)y + g{w)u 
y 二 响 : c + R(^y,w�y (3.1) 
where col(x, y) G i?" is the state, y e R is the output, u € i? is the input, and 
w e R几，“is the uncertain parameter vector. And the system has a uniform relative 
degree r > 2 and all the functions in system (3.1) are sufficiently smooth. 
In this chapter, we will further study the global robust output regulation problem 
for a modified version of (3.1) as follows. 
X = F{w)x + G(y, V, w)y + g[w)u + Di{v, w) 
y = H{w)x + K{y, v, w)y + £>2(1^, y^) 
e = y - q{v,w) (3.2) 
i ) = 如 (3.3) 
where v E W is the exogenous signal, which represents either the disturbance signal 
or the reference input or both, generated by an exosystem described by (3.3), and 
e 6 i? is the tracking error. It is assumed that Di(v, w), D2{v,w), and q(v,w) are 
sufficiently smooth functions satisfying Di{0, w) = 0, ^2(0, w) = 0，and q{0,w) = 0 
for all w G H"" ' . 
Global Robust Output Regulation Problem. Design a feedback control 
law such that, for all v 6 V^  and w where V and W are any known compact 
sets of Rq and /?""'，respectively, the trajectory of the closed-loop system starting 
from any initial state of the plant and the controller exists and is bounded, and 
furthermore, the tracking error e � approaches zero asymptotically. 
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As in [30], the first step towards solving the robust output regulation problem 
for system (3.2) is to convent the system into the lower triangular from through a 
suitable dynamic extension and coordinate transformation. As a matter of fact, we 
adapt the linear system (2.2) and the change of coordinate (2.3) used in Section 2.2. 
Observe that the differences between system (3.1) and (3.2) are that the appearance 
of exogenous signal v and the additional terms Di{v, w) and f>2(”, w), then following 
the same procedure in Section 2.2 gives 
i = F{w)z + G{y, V, w)y + (A {v, nj) - w)^ 
y = H{w)z 4- K{y, w)y + h{w)ii + D2{v, w). (3.4) 
As a consequence, with D{w), d{w) and b{w) being defined in Section 2.2，systems 
(3.2) and (3.3) together with system (2.2) can be transformed into the following form 
i = F{w)z + G{y, V, w)y + Di(v, w) 
y = H{w)z + K{y, v, w)y + h[w)ii + D2(v, w) 
ii = -Ai^i + i = l，--.，r_2 
6 - 1 = -K-i^r-i + u 
e = y-q{v,w) 
V = Aiv (3.5) 
where 
F{w) = F{w) - f^HW 
H{w) = H{w) 
K{y,v,w) = + K{y,v,w) 
0[W) 
D2{v,W) = D2(V,W). 
Clearly, if the global robust output regulation problem for system (3.5) is solved, 
so does the global robust output regulation problem for the original system (3.2) and 
(3.3). It is known that the global robust output regulation problem for system (3.5) 
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has been studied in [53] for a special case and in [8] for a more general case. Both 
of these two papers have assumed, among other things, that the sign of the high-
frequency gain is known. In this case, the problem can be solved by some robust 
control method. The robust control method is essentially a high gain feedback 
control and the sign of the function b{w) provides the direction of the control. The 
robust control method as developed in [8] or [53] is not applicable when the sign of 
b{w) is unknown. In this chapter, we will consider the same problem without the 
knowledge of the sign of the high-frequency gain. 
3.2 Output Regulation Converted to Stabilization 
It is shown in [8] that, under some assumptions, the global robust output regulation 
problem for system (3.2) and (3.3) can be converted into a global robust stabilization 
problem for some lower triangular system. To introduce this conversion, let us list 
the following standard assumptions. 
A 3.1 There exists a sufficiently smooth function z{v,w) with z(0，0) = 0’ such 
that, for all v e W . w e i?""', 
比)All； = F{w)z{v, w) + G{q{v, w)q{v, w) 
ov 
+Di{v,w). (3.6) 
A 3.2 There exist pairwise coprime polynomials 7ri(i>’ u»)，•..，TTRV, W) with n，•.. ,r / 
being the degrees of their minimal zeroing polynomials _Pi(s)’... , -P/(s), and suffi-
ciently smooth function Pi : … — > R vanishing at the origin such that, for all 
V e W, and all w € i?""', 
Bi{v,w) = r i (TTi …’？/；)’ 介1 …’…，71"1”广1)…，"UJ), 
…，717(1；，—’介/…，地…，兀?"广1)…’⑷) (3.7) 
and 
for Z = 1, • • •，/，the pair is observable (3.8) 
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where ^^  = ( ^ i ’ . •. is the gradient of at the origin with 屯i G and 
is the companion matrix of Pi{s). 
Remark 3.1 Under assumption A3.1, the regulator equations associated with sys-
tem (3.2) have a solution given by co\{z{v, w),y{v, w)) and u{v,w), where 
y{v,w) = q{v,w) 
己 1 — ) = 成 卜 • ) 如 ） 
-K{q{v, w)q{v, w) - Diiy, w)^ 
u{v,w)=胞 r - 二 — 如 + ， (3.9) 
and B{v,w) = col(Si…，u；)，•..，;Bj^ i—’ 
If assumption A3.2 is also satisfied, define $ = diag($i, • • •，$/)，then the 
pair is observable. Thus, for any matrices M G and 
N € such that (M, N) is controllable and M is Hurwitz, the Sylvester 
equation T<I> — MT = TV少 has a unique solution T which is a nonsingular matrix of 
dimension ri + 1- r/. 
Let 
9{v,w) = T 7ri(i;’iy)，7ii(t;’u>)，... ,7r广一i)(i;，it;)， 
1 T 
…’71"/(1；，—，介/(1；’—，.. -，7ljr 广 1)…，— 
a{e) = T^T-'e 
p,{e) 二 ricr_i0) (3.io) 
and for i = 2 , … , r , 
Pi{e{v,w)) = i3i-i{d{v,w)) + Xi-ipi-i{e{v,w)). (3.11) 
Then 
e = a(e) = T^T-^e (3.12) 
and 
E,iv,w) 二 / M 外 幻 ’ = (广 1 外 ” ’ � ) . （3.13) 
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Further, using the relation (3.9) and (3.11) yields 
col (2 i (v , w),-" , 3r-i(v, tv), u(v, w)) = w)). (3.14) 
A triple { 0 , a , / ? } satisfying (3.12) and (3.14) is called a steady-state generator of 
system (3.5) with output g{z, y, Ci, • • • 乂r-i，iO 乂 [31]. Moreover, 
under the condition (3.8), the pair {P{d),a{9)) is linearly observable. 
Then we can define a dynamic system of the form 
力 = M 7 ] + - Pi{r]) + 屯T-iij) , (3.15) 
System (3.15) is called an internal model of (3.2) with output col((^i, • • • w) 
[31]. Attaching (3.15) to (3.2) leads to what is called the augmented system, i 
It is shown in [8] that the following coordinate and input transformation 
z = z — z{v,w) 
e = y - q{v,w) 
li = i = l ’ . . . ’ 卜 1 
fj = r) - 9{v,w) - Nb~^{w)e 
u = u - P r i r ] ) (3.16) 
on the augmented system leads to a lower triangular system of the form: 
2 = F{w)z-^ G{xufi)xi (3.17) 
-\-Nb-\w){Mxi - H(w)z - K{xufi)xi) (3.18) 
ii = /i(乏，�’ 3：1，"）+ (3.19) 
Xi = f i { z , f j , x i , ' - - + bi{ij)xi+i,i = 2 , - - - , r (3.20) 
where x = col (xi,...，：Cr) = col . . •，己一i)，Xr+i = n = fr? A^  = col (v, w)^ and 
bi(ji) = b(w), bi{/j,) = l ,z = 2, • • • ,r , is the nonlinear part of /?i(-), 
d = Nb-\w)xi + eifi) 
G{xi,fi)xi = G{q + Xi,ii){q + - G(q, n)q 
K{xufi)xi = K{q + XuiJ,){q-\-Xi) - K{q,y)q 
= H{w)z + + W + d)- AW) 
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and for i = 1, 2，... , r — 1, 
fi+八乏,化工 ’ rci+i’") = - 二 -
Moreover, if a feedback control law of the form 
u = (3.21) 
solves the global robust stabilization problem of the lower triangular system com-
posed of (3.17) to (3.20), then the control law of the form 
u = a(x,0+/3r(v) 
V = + + (3.22) 
solves the global robust output regulation problem for the original system (3.2) with 
the exosystem (3.3). 
R e m a r k 3.2 Comparing the augmented system composed of (3.17) to (3.20) with 
the augmented system (2.12) in the last chapter, the system considered here is much 
more complicated than the one in Chapter 2 due to the introduction of the internal 
model (3.15). Further, the solution of this system depends on its zero dynamics and 
the internal model to a great extent. And in order to solve the stabilization problem 
for this augmented system, we need to make the following assumptions, i 
A 3.3 There exists a C^ function Vo{z) satisfying 2o(PII) < K ) � < 7o(||^ ||) for 
some class /Coo functions and 7o(-), such that, along the trajectory of (3.17), 
(3.23) 
for some smooth positive definite function a;o(^i), and 7o(||乏||) == ||乏||2. 
A 3.4 There exists a C^ function V(7j) satisfying 7(||^ ||) < V(^) < 7(||^ ||) for some 
class /Coo functions 7(-) and j ( - ) , such that, along the trajectory of (3.18), 
(3.24) 
for some smooth positive definite function cu(z,Xi), and 7(||引|) = ||引P. 
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A 3.5 For all w e i?""', b{w) + 0. 
Remark 3.3 Assumption A3.3 is made to guarantee the subsystem (3.17) is ro-
bustly input-to-state stable viewing z as the state and Xi as the input. Further, 
if we require functions and 70 in assumption A3.3 take the quadratic form, the 
equilibrium point of the undriven subsystem z = F{w)z + G(0,^)0 will be locally 
exponentially stable. 
A similar interpretation can also be given to assumption A3.4. 1 
Remark 3.4 Under assumption A3.3, it can be proved that, given any smooth 
function 八i(乏）> 0, we can choose some smooth nondecreasing function S : [0,00)—> 
[0,00) satisfying S{T) > 0, Vr > 0, such that, 
_ rVo{z) 
Vo(z) = / S{T)dT (3.25) 
Jo 
is a (71 function satisfying 
ao(PII) < %(乏）< <50(11 乏11) (3.26) 
for some class /Coo functions 这0(.) and ao{-), and along the trajectory of (3.17), 
^ ^ < - \ \ z f A , { z ) + xlso{x,) (3.27) 
at 
with 5o(xi) > 1 being some smooth function. 
The proof is similar to that of Theorem 1 in [56], or Lemma 10.5.1 in [37] or 
Theorem 4.1 in [9]. As a matter of fact, under the definition of VQ{Z) in (3.25), 
^ ^ < o 2o(PII)7o(PII) + ^ 0 7 0 0 (3.28) 
Then, for any A i (乏）> 0, by choosing 
we obtain 
•<5�2o (PI I )7o (PI I )2 八i(乏)ll乏l|2 (3.29) 
since 7 o ( _ = PI|2. 
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Next, since a;o(a:i) is smooth positive-definite, there exists some smooth function 
5o(xi) > 1 such that, 
> 5 o 70 o 7^^(2a;o(a;i))a;o(a:i). (3.30) 
As a result, (3.28) to (3.30) proves that inequality (3.27) is satisfied. 
A conclusion similar to this can also be given to (3.18) under assumption A3.4. 
That is, for any smooth function A^ifj) > 0, there exists a C^ function Vi{fj) > 0, 
satisfying 
这�(II训）< V M < � ( I I別） (3.31) 
for some class /Coo functions and Q;jj(-), such that, along the trajectory of (3.18)， 
^ ^ < - | 刚 2 八 2 ® + p | | 2 Z i � +0；?51(0：1) (3.32) 
for some smooth functions li{z) > 1，5i(a:i) > 1. 
Inequality (3.27) and (3.32) will be used in the proof of our main result, i 
Remark 3.5 The derivation in Remark 3.4 is the technique named as changing 
supply functions in the input-to-state stable systems, which is first proposed in [56] 
and then is extensively used in nonlinear systems analysis and design. 
Recall assumption A3.3, it is known that if there exists some C^ function VQ such 
that inequality (3.23) holds, the pair {70,^^0} is called a supply pair, or an ISS-pair 
for system (3.17), and function V^  is called an ISS-Lyapunov function for system 
(3.17). In [56], the authors investigate the problem of characterizing the possible 
supply pairs for the given system and proposed the result that allows modification 
of these pairs, which is known as changing supply functions. 
The point is that if {70,^^0} is a supply pair for the given system with VQ being 
the corresponding ISS-Lyapunov function, then one can arbitrarily modify function 
7 o for large arguments, or arbitrarily modify function UJQ for small arguments, the 
resulting pair is also a supply pair for the same system with a new ISS-Lyapunov 
function. This conclusion has been proved in great details in [56], which can be also 
found in [37]. In fact, as we can see in Remark 3.4, as long as we define the new 
C^ function VQ by means of (3.25), then our objective can be achieved by choosing 
appropriate smooth nondecreasing function S. 
An analogous remark can be made for assumption A3.4. 1 
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Remark 3.6 It can be verified that assumption A3.4 is satisfied under the following 
condition. 
(CI) There exists a positive number r � < 1 such that 
\(3f\7) + d ) - ^ f \ d ) \ < L M \ (3.33) 
for some positive number L = (1 — ro)/2||_P7V||，where P is a symmetric positive-
definite matrix satisfying 
PM + MTp = - / . (3.34) 
To this end, we first notice that condition CI clearly implies the following in-
equality 
-2fPN {j5f\fi + d)- < ( 1 - rQ)ffi . (3.35) 
Then we will prove that if inequality (3.35) holds, assumption A3.4 is satisfied. 
At the outset, rewrite (3.18) in the following form 
^ = Mi)- N{(3f\fi + d)- 0f\d)) + (f){z, (3.36) 
where 
mxuf^) = -N{pf\d)-pf\9)) 
-i-Nb-\w){Mxi - H{w)z - K{xi,ix)xi). (3.37) 
Define V { f } ) =告 f } T f % then the derivative of V(y) along the trajectory of (3.36) 
is， 
™ (MV - N ("1% + d��— � ) + 乏，:Ti,")) I 
= - [ 2 f P M f i - 2fPN {f} + d)- �⑷）+ 2fP(t){z, ’")] 
= - l - f j ^ r j - 2fPN (/?�21(巧 + £/)-��2j⑷）+ 2fPcl>{z,Xi,fi) 
厂0 
2 
< — [ -rov'^v + 2作H乏,xi ’ " ) 
2 ro . 
' 0 L ^ ' 0 _ 
< _丨1引丨2+ 2 (3.38) 
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Noting the function (j){z^ is C^ satisfying 0(0,0, /j) == 0, and ji = col (i;，w) € 
V xW with V xW a, compact set, we have 
2 _ 
厂0 
for some smooth function 乏’工丄）> 1. Thus letting 
ujiz^xi) = llcol(乏’ (乏，rci) (3.39) 
gives 
+ (3.40) 
which implies that assumption A3.4 is satisfied with 7(||引|) = | | 引 • 
Remark 3.7 Inequality (3.33) in condition CI will be used in the proof of our 
main result. When Pi is linear, inequality (3.33) holds automatically. However, 
what makes (3.33) interesting is that it may hold even when Pi is not linear, i 
3.3 Main Result 
The global stabilization problem of uncertain nonlinear system composed of (3.17) 
to (3.20) has been handled in [8] using the small gain theorem based robust control 
method. In the absence of assumption on the high-frequency gain sign, the method 
in [8] is no longer applicable. As studied in Chapter 2，we need to combine the ‘ 
robust control method and the adaptive backstepping method with tuning functions 
technique in [44] to solve the stabilization problem. System composed of (3.17) to | 
(3.20) is more complicated than system (2.12) since the additional subsystem which 
is called the internal model and some terms related to it are introduced. 
Let us first introduce a few inequalities to be used later. Since G(xi , i i ) and 
K(xi , f j , ) are real-valued continuous functions, there exist smooth real valued func-
tions AI{-) > 1 , 2 = 1,2 such that, for all FI e V x W^ Xi E： R, 
\G(xufi)xi\^ < ai{xi)xl 
\K{xufi)xi\' < a2ix i )x l (3.41) 
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Also, by assumption A3.5’ there exist positive numbers 6m and bm such that, BM > 
|6H| > bm for all w e W. Using inequalities (3.33) and 2ab < ec? + Ve > 0, 
gives, for any 5 e R, 
b{w) { M f j + d)-p,{e))6 
=6b{w)^T-^fj + + 6b{w) ("Pk巧 + d) 
- / f � ) + Sb{w) (^pf\Nb-\w)x^ + 6)-
< +1|6(一r-i|n丨别2 + 1^2 + 
< + h\\vf + 50：；, (3.42) 
where h = 少 r一 i f + L^) and 5 = II^T-^iVlp + (L||iV||)2. 
Now we are ready to design the control law which consists of r steps. 
Step 1. Define X\ = rci, then 
= f i {z , f i ,x i , i i ) + h{w)x2. (3.43) 
Define 
cii{xi,k) = N{k)p{xi)xi (3.44) 
k = x\p{xi) (3.45) 
X2 = X2 - Oil (3.46) 
where p(.) is some smooth nonnegative function to be specified later, and N{k)= 
k"^  cos(A;) which is a type of Nussbaum function. 
Define 
= + + (3.47) 
where Vo{z) and t^i(�) are C^ functions introduced in Remark 3.4 which satisfy 
inequalities (3.27) and (3.32). Then the time derivative of Vi along the trajectory 
of (3.43) with X2 = X2 + ai is given by 
= + VM + H{w)zxi + K{xi,ii)xixi 
+b{w) {j3i{fi + d)- + b{w)x\N(k)p{xi) + h{w)xix2. 
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Using (3.27), (3.32) with Xi = Xi and (3.42) with 6 = xi , Vi can be further 
obtained as follows 
< -ll^lpAi(^) + xlsoix,) - \\fjfA2{f)) + \\z\\%iz) + 
+ M f p f + a2(无 1)无? + + 无? + /ill 训 2 
-\-sx\ + h{w)N{k)x\p{xi) + b{w)xix2 
< —(八 1 � - � - \ \ H ( w ) r ) \ \ - z r - ( a 2 ® - 孙 I 引|2 
+ (5(xi) + a2{xi) + s)xl + b{w)N{k)k + b{w)xix2 (3.48) 
where s (xi ) = So{xi) + 5i(xi) + |. 
Step 2. Define 
/ , ；•、 dpiijfj、T 、 9ai • 
a2{xux2,k,r],b) = ^^ Nx2 + X1X2 + -^k 
- 奴 書 ( g ) 2 办 （ 3 . 4 9 ) 
无3 = X3 - (3.50) 
where b is introduced to estimate b{w). Let 
= + + (3.51) 
Using (3.49) gives 
(d(3i[rf)�T � dai . dai • \ 
_ _ dai ^ dai 、 _2 3,dai .o.o 
= 办 办 - 办 ‘ 而 - 而 - ‘ 购 ） - 而 - 工 2 
= 办 无 3 - {h{w)z + + b{w狐{fl + d)- _ ) 
+b(w)x2) - x2b{x, — - x l - 臺 ( 尝 ( 3 . 5 2 ) 
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Applying inequality (3.42) with S = to (3.52) gives 
X2X2 < X2Xs-^\\H{w)\nzf + a2{x,)xl 
+ 4 [wj叫雨）…丨丨"丨丨 
__2 dai_ - dai � 
+ 5 ^ 1 - -^X2b{w)X2 一 X2b{xi - •^工2) 
^ 2(施1)工2 
=X2X3 + I I ^ H I P P I P + him' + sS? + a2(x,)xl 
doi\ , , � dai � _o 
--^^X2h{w)X2 一 X2b[Xi - — 0 : 2 ) - X2 
^ /dai \ 
+(6 - b(w)) -7^X2X2 - X1X2 - b{w)xix2 - xl + X2XS 
\ooci 
< Ili/Wfll^f + W + + 
+(6 - h{w))(尝办- Si无2) 
-b (w)x ix2 - x\ + X2X3. (3.53) 
Thus, 
� < -{A,{z) - h{z) - PIP - (A2® - 2h) M' 
+ {s{xi) + 2(02(^1) + s))xl + b{w)N{k)k 
- b{w)){h — 71 (工 1’ 2:2，k)) -xl + X2X3 (3.54) 
where 
7i(xi,a:2,fc) = --^X2X2 + X1X2. (3.55) 
Step i.{3 <i<r) Define 
I dpi-iijf) dai-i • ^ dai^i . 
ctiixi,--- ,Xi,k,r],b) = ~ - — — N X 2 + Xi-iXi + + 
‘ j=2 j 
dai-i . dai-1 ？ 
0” 00 
,f I ^ _ daj\ dai-1 _ 
— - — 3 广如 i - l � 2 _ 
,Xi,k,r},b) = ,Xi-i,k,7],b) (3.56) 
0x1 
Xi+i = Xi+i - ai (3.57) 
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where 71(工1’工2，“�rj, b) = 7i(xi,x2, k). Then the time-derivative of 
K = K - i + x^^ i (3.58) 
satisfies 
K < - {A,{z) - hiz) - zlli^Hin II^IP - (A2W) - fh) 
+ ( 5 ( ^ 1 ) + i{a2ixi) + s))xl + b{w)N{k)k 
+ h-h{w) - y^^+i^ 1(0：1，... ’:Ci’/;;，"，&)) 
V U db J ^ 乂 
i 
-y^^y + XiXi+i. (3.59) 
J=2 
At the end of the backstepping, by taking 
u = ar(x, k, ri. b) 
< A i (3.60) 
we obtain 
r 
+ (5(^1) + r(a2(xi) + + b(w)N(k)k -
J=2 
= - ( A i ( z ) - h(z) - r\\H{w)r) p||2 - (A2® - rh) ||引p 
-(P(无 1) - 5(xi) — r(a2(xi) + 
r 
+ { b { w ) N { k ) - \ - l ) k - Y , ^ l (3.61) 
Since w ranges over a known compact set W C i?""', there exist smooth functions 
Ai(2),八2(巧)and p(xi) such that, 
八1 ⑵ > l + h{z) + r\\H{w)f 
A2 � > 1-hrh 
p{xi) > l + 5(xi) + r(a2(^i) + 5) (3.62) 
which yields 
Ai{z)-h(z)-r\\H{w)r > 1 
A 2 ® - rh > 1 (3.63) 
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and 
p{xi) — s{xi) - r(a2(无 1) + 5) > 1. (3.64) 
As a result, 
k < {b{w)N{k) + l)k-II到|2 -丨丨训2 - 亡 终 (3.65) 
j=i 
We will now make use of the Lyapunov function candidate Vr and the inequality 
(3.65) to conclude that the state of the closed-loop system is bounded for alH > 0 
and the tracking error e{t) approaches 0 as i — oo. For this purpose, we appeal to 
Lemma 2.1 as in Section 2.3. 
Assume the maximal interval of existence of the solution of the closed-loop system 
starting from any given initial condition is [0, tf) for some tf > 0. Applying Lemma 
2.1 to the inequality (3.65) shows that V；⑴’ k � and J^{b{w)N(k{T)) + V)k[丁)d/r 
are bounded on [0,tf) . Since K � is a positive definite proper function in k, 6,乏， 
fj and Xi, 1 < i < r, 6，z, fj and ：^ ,^ 1 < i < r are also bounded on [0，i/). Therefore, 
no finite-time escape phenomenon may occur and tf = oo, that is, z, fj and ；r^ , 
1 < i < r are bounded for all t > 0. As a result, all closed-loop states of system 
(3.2) are bounded for alH > 0 since the exogenous state v is bounded. Also, I,— 
and ^i, 1 < i < r, are bounded for all t > 0. Furthermore, integrating (3.65) from 0 
to oo shows 乏’ t) and Xi, 1 < i < r, are square integrable on [0, oo). By Barbalat's 
lemma, col(乏’ f j ,xi , ‘ • • ,Xr) approaches zero as t —> oo. Therefore, the tracking error 
e{t) converges to 0 asymptotically. In summary, we have established the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 3.1 Under assumptions A3.1-A3.5，there exists a feedback controller 
composed of (3.15), (3.45), (3.60) and u = U + 从”、that solves the global ro-
bust output regulation problem for the nonlinear system (3.2) with the exosystem 
(3.3). I 
Remark 3.8 As stated in Remark 2.5 and by the similar derivation, it is also can 
be verified that if fc = xlp{xi ) solves the stabilization problem for system composed 
of (3.17) to (3.20)，so does k = with c being any positive constant. 
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By appropriately choosing Ai (乏)，么2(乃）and we can obtain 
K < {b{w)N{k) + c)k-\\zr-M'-iZ^l 
j=l 
which leads to 
^ ^ < [ (^N{k{T)) + l) k{T)dT + constat e [0,^/), (3.66) 
c io V c J 
and satisfies the conditions of Lemma 2.1. As a consequence, Theorem 3.1 can also 
be established by using (2.42) instead of (2.18). i 
Remark 3.9 In the derivation of Theorem 3.1, we have assumed that 6m > > 
bm with bM and bm being positive constants. In what follows, we will show that 6m 
and bm axe not needed to be known explicitly, although the functions Ai(乏)，A2(々 ） 
and p{xi) may depend on them. 
In fact, the condition that guarantees equation (3.65) to hold depends on Ai(z), 
A2{fj) and however, the control law composed of (3.15), (3.45), (3.60) and 
u = li-i- Priv) only depends on the function p{xi)^ which can be identified without 
knowing and bm- Specifically, Remark 2.5 and Remark 3.8 tell that we only need 
the right hand side of inequality (3.62) to determine the function type of p{xi), since 
Theorem 3.1 can be established by k = xf^^ with c being any positive constant. 
As a result, the bound of the high-frequency gain, i.e., b^ and bm, is not needed to 
be known, i 
3.4 An Example 
Consider the following system 
z = -z-\- 2v2y + vl 
y = z - viy + + 1)(& - 0.1 sin^(wy) + wvi) + v<i 
6 = + u 
e = y - Vl (3.67) 
where a is a nonzero constant and \a\ < 1. The exosystem is described by 
Vl = V2 
V2 = -Vl- (3.68) 
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Assume that v{t) EV = {•uj+i'l < 1}, and —4 < lu < 4. It is seen that this system is 
in the form (3.5) with r = 2 and the unknown high-frequency gain b{w) = + 
Since a is nonzero, assumption A3.5 is satisfied. 
It can be verified that the solution of the regulator equations of this system exists 
globally and is given by 
z(i;, w) = v\ 
y{v,w) = vi 
w) = —wvi + 0.1 sin^ ('u;'Ui) 
and 
u{v,w) = Si{v,w) + Bilv.w) 
=—WV2 + 0.2 sm{wvi) cos(tirui)im;2 一 wvi + 0.1 sm^(wvi). 
Let 7ri{v,w) = wvi, whose minimal zeroing polynomial is P(X) 二/\2 + 1. Then 
=—TTi{v,w) + 0.1sin (^7ri(t;,i(；)) 
and 
0 1 r 1 
$ = ’ 二 [—1 0]. 
-1 0 J 
Obviously, A3.1-A3.3 are satisfied. Let 
-1 0 1 [1 
M= , N = , 
0 -2 J [2 
which makes a controllable pair, and T is the solution of the Sylvester equation 
— MT =购.Solving it gives 
一 0 . 5 0.5 
T = 
- 0 . 8 0.4 
which is nonsingiilar with 
1 2 - 2 . 5 
4 一 2 . 5 
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With this T, we obtain 
TTiiv.w) WVi 
e = T � ’） = T 
7ri(v, w) WV2 
and 
_ = r,{T-'e) 
= 卜 2 2.5]0 + O.lsin^([2 - 2.5]没） 
and 
_ =成⑷+ ⑷ 
= [ - 4 2.5]0 + 0.2sin([2 一 2.5]没)cos([2 - 2.5]0)[4 - 2.5]9 
+ [—2 2.5]没 + 0.1 sin2([2 - 2.5]0). 
Clearly, 
pf\e) = 0.1sin2([2 —2.5]没). 
Then solving the Lyapunov equation (3.34) gives 
0.5 0 p — • 
0 0.25 “ 
Next, it can be easily verified that inequality (3.33) is satisfied with L = 0.33 
and ro = 0.46，which implies that assumption A3.4 is guaranteed. So far all the 
assumptions are proved to be satisfied. 
Using the internal model (3.15) and the coordinate transformation (3.16) with 
X = col(xi,a:2) = col(e，fi) gives the augmented system in the form represented by 
(3.17) to (3.20)，with 
F{w) = - 1 , G{xi,ii)xi 二 H{w) = 1, 
and k { x i , i i ) x i = 6(u;)[0.1 sin^(it;i'i) - + wxi)] - ViXi. 
Therefore, following the design procedure developed in the previous section, a 
feedback controller which solves the global output regulation problem for system 
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(3.67) can be given by 
u = -{2>7.bN\k) + 1)^2 - b ( x i - bN(k)x2) 
+0.6x2 sin([2 - 2.5]7 )^ cos([2 - 2.5)77) + 4x2 
+5Si(2/ccos(/c) - k'^ sm{k))k + p2(r]) 
k = 5x1 
A. 
b = —5x2X2N(k) + 无1无2 
无2 = 6 - / M 功 - 5 无 
xi = e 
77 = + -/?1(7；) +屯r-177). (3.69) 
The performance of the control law is evaluated by computer simulation. Some 
results are shown in Figures 3.1-3.6’ where the initial conditions are •Ui(O) = 1, 
= 0, z(0) = 3, y(0) = 1，^i(O) = 2, 77(0) = 0’ A;(0) 二 6(0) = 0, the unknown 
parameters are w = —3 and |a| = 0.2, which yields that b(w) = 2 or - 2 . 
3.5 Conclusion 
In this chapter, the global robust output regulation problem for nonlinear systems 
in output feedback form has been considered. Based on the existing framework for 
tackling global robust output regulation problem and the control strategy proposed 
in Chapter 2, a systematic procedure has been developed to solve the global ro-
bust output regulation problem for the considered nonlinear systems without the 
assumption on the high-frequency gain sign. 
It should be noted that, should the sign of b(w) known, it suffices to use the first 
equation of (3.60) with k a sufficiently large gain and &二 6 to solve the problem. 
Therefore, the derivation of this chapter also gives an alternative solution to the 
problem posed in [8]. 
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In this chapter, we summarize the work presented in the previous chapters of the 
thesis, and then propose problems which will be studied in the future. 
In this thesis, we mainly focus on two control problems of a class of nonlinear 
systems without the knowledge of the high-frequency gain sign, which is a key 
assumption in the existing literatures when dealing with the same problems. 
The first problem is the global robust stabilization for nonlinear systems in out-
put feedback form. By integrating the robust control method and the adaptive 
control method, we have developed a control strategy for solving the global stabi-
lization problem of nonlinear systems in output feedback form which involve both 
nonlinearly parameterized uncertainties and unknown high-frequency gain sign. We 
then apply the design process to a well known electronic system which exhibits very 
rich nonlinear dynamical phenomena including chaos. With our design approach, 
the control objective is achieved without knowing any parameter in the given circuit. 
This result illustrates the effectiveness of our control technique. These contents are 
addressed in Chapter 2. 
The second problem is the global robust output regulation for the similar class 
of nonlinear systems, which can be treated as an extension of the result of the first 
problem. The existing results on the output regulation problem of nonlinear systems 
are based on the small gain theorem which depends on the sign of the high-frequency 
gain, and thus cannot directly extended to the case where the high-frequency gain 
sign is unknown. By utilizing a framework which can convert the output regulation 
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problem into a stabilization problem and the control technique dealing with the first 
problem, a Lyapunov direct method has been developed to solve the global robust 
output regulation problem without the knowledge of the sign of the high-frequency 
gain. 
In the future, my research work is planned to focus on the following aspects: 
1. Consider the global robust stabilization problem and global robust output 
regulation problem for nonlinear systems in lower triangular form without 
knowing the high-frequency gain sign. 
2. Explore the global robust output regulation problem of nonlinear systems with 
unknown disturbances generated by unknown exosystem with unknown high-
frequency gain sign. 
3. Perform some experimental work (e.g., for Chua's circuit) and compare with 
the simulation results. 
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